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Fodorâ€™s. For Choice Travel Experiences.Fodorâ€™s helps you unleash the possibilities of travel

by providing the insightful tools you need to experience the trips you want. Although youâ€™re at

the helm, Fodorâ€™s offers the assurance of our expertise, the guarantee of selectivity, and the

choice details that truly define a destination. Itâ€™s like having friends in Montana and

Wyoming!â€¢Updated frequently, Fodorâ€™s Montana & Wyoming provides the most accurate and

up-to-date information available in a guidebook.â€¢Fodorâ€™s Montana & Wyoming features

options for a variety of budgets, interests, and tastes, so you make the choices to plan your trip of a

lifetime.â€¢If itâ€™s not worth your time, itâ€™s not in this book. Fodorâ€™s discriminating ratings,

including our top tier Fodorâ€™s Choice designations, ensure that youâ€™ll know about the most

interesting and enjoyable places in Montana & Wyoming.â€¢Experience Montana and Wyoming like

a local! Fodorâ€™s Montana & Wyoming  includes choices for every traveler, from flyfishing the

vaunted Gallatin River to hiking the majestic Tetons to stargazing in "Big Sky Country" and much

more!â—•Indispensable, customized trip planning tools include â€œTop Reasons to Go,â€• â€œWord

of Mouthâ€• advice from other travelers, and tips to help save money, pick the best time to visit, and

avoid common travel pitfalls.Visit Fodors.com for more ideas and information, travel deals, vacation

planning tips, reviews and to exchange travel advice with other travelers.
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"In terms of comprehensiveness of coverage, the very accessible format, and the enthusiastic tone,



this series remains one of the best on the market." â€“Booklist Â "Fodor's super-informative

guidebooks are known for accuracy and attention to detailâ€¦" â€“The Sacramento Bee Â "The

Fodor's guides are notable for their ratings of sights, restaurants, shops, accommodations and

attractions." â€“Chicago Tribune Â "The great detail, infectious spirit, and attractive format are

distinguishing traits of these guides, which are entries in one of the top series in the business."

â€“Booklist Â "Fodor's can help you plan the perfect adventure" â€“The Arizona Republic Â "Always

thoughtfully written and easily readable, Fodor's travel guides have become a must-have when

traveling to unfamiliar destinations" â€“Mid South Magazine Â "Widely recognized as the gold

standard of mainstream travel" â€“Honolulu Advertiser

The family is heading for the Tetons this spring and we needed a handbook for the area. While I'm

sure that there are books out there with a more narrow scope and more detailed info, this is perfect

for my needs. Lots of info on the parks, lodging, food, etc with prices and contact numbers. I looked

at this in my local book store before I purchased to make sure it had what I wanted, and after

comparing it to 4 other very good travel guides, this came out on top. I have not used it yet, but after

checking it out I'm fully confident that it contains all the info we'll need for a great vacation.

Great tips on things to see/do.

Looking for - in fact - a Lonely Planet guide, I discovered Fodor's. Planning a trip to Montana and

Wyoming, it was just what I needed. And it delivered! Including important information of Bad Lands

NP, which is actually in South Dakota.I still have to go, so I cannot conform all the information is

correct. But to me it seems pretty accurate. What I thought to be a bit silly, are the small columns

"Word of mouth": more for the kids (up to 12 years) between the readers.And, the use of more than

always and only the orange color (definitely the "house color" at Fodor's), would be very

appreciated...Better and more detailed route cards, plus more colors would make this guide state of

the art and competitive to my very own "benchmark": LP.

I'm planning on taking my kids to Glacier National Park (NP) and Yellowstone. I was wondering

what other things to see along the way. This book had a lot of great suggestions, and the

recommended itinerary was almost perfect. As with the other Fodor's books I have looked at, it's

really well organized.
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